
Listening to Different Accents.  A tip for English for Business students by  Andrew D. Miles. 

 

Understanding 

oral English is 

hard. Why? 

Different 

speakers have 

different 

accents and 

similar sounds 

can reflect 

diverse 

spellings.  

 

Better Listening: Different Accents 

Spoken English is difficult to follow. There are many possible 

pronunciations. Words are not always spelled the way they sound. Oral 

language changes fast and doesn’t follow grammar rules. It’s sometimes 

hard to know which words are important and which ones irrelevant. We 

will go over these aspects one by one but today we’ll focus on how to 

deal with different pronunciations. 

 

Different speakers mean differing accents  
 

There are many accents in English. Today you’ll listen to Drew Drawl from 

Savannah and tomorrow to Alex Aussie from Canberra. English is so 

widespread that separate lands have different pronunciations, which is 

particularly troublesome for businesspeople who attend multinational 

meetings.  You understand one speaker but a second later the orator 

changes and you are completely lost. Additionally, we control our speed 

when we talk but cannot control those who talk to us, which doesn’t 

make our lives easier! 



Solution: listen to as many accents as possible 

 

Hear as many pronunciations as you can. Find 

out where the people you mostly listen to come 

from (Americans from Texas? Australians) and if 

possible visit their country for a holiday or meet 

people from that region by attending 

conferences, courses or exhibitions in your city. 

Also, listen to as many audios or videos from 

those areas as you can.  If series or films are 

impossible to understand play them with 

subtitles. If they are still overly difficult go for 

documentaries. If those are too hard buy 

graded reader books, which are adapted to 

different levels.   

 

Ideally, listen for no more than thirty minutes at a time–attention spans are 

short and our mind tends to drift off when it gets tired. However, listen 

often (every day if possible) because your comprehension will only get 

better after many hours of working with the language. 

 

Another option is to hire a teacher with your target pronunciation so you 

get used to, say, Irish English. If that’s not practical (or you are pleased 

with your current teacher) ask them to prepare lessons on regional 

variances so they explain how, for instance, Scottish differs from Welsh 

English. 

 

Andrew’s advice: listen to English every day. Your comprehension will 

progressively get better.   

 
 

 

Want to improve your English? Learn at your 

office with English for Business. Contact us at 

www.englishforbusiness.es or at 902 108 127. 
 

Widespread:     

extensive.    

Troublesome: 

problematic.         

Orator: speaker.    

Overly: too.              

Span: period.           

Drift off: lose 

concentration.          

Hire: contract.       

Target: objective. 
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